Jain University’s star struck PULSE
Jain University, School of Commerce and Management Studies conducted the much awaited
annual inter collegiate dance fest PULSE on 6th and 7th August. This year’s event was brushed in
star dust as dynamic dancers and sandalwood stars took center stage. The event opened to
smash hit performances in solo and group categories. Participants from around 20 colleges of
Bangalore, Mumbai, Chennai and Pune performed at PULSE.
Beboyers, popers and lockers rocked the western street dance event, busting some ultra-cool
moves that truly sent temperatures soaring. The cast of Love in Mandya featuring Satish and
Sindhu of the blockbuster hit Lucia were the star attraction of day one of PULSE. The audience
roared to life as Satish crooned the popular song jamma jamma to the rhythm of the Jain
University beat boxers. The second day of PULSE opened to steaming hot face offs of round two
in all the categories. Out of 10 teams that qualified for day two Bollywood Beats from Center for
Management Studies and Pulse Crew from PES College made it to the final face off.
While the groups battled it out in the final showdown, the solo dancers delivered some jaw
dropping performances. Zeeshan of ICAT (Image College of Arts, Animation & Technology) stole
the show and winner’s trophy in the solo category with his hip hop swag and neck breaking stunts.
Kajal from Jain University, Centre for Management Studies lapped the runner’s title. Pulse Crew
from PES nicked the winner’s trophy and 10,000 cash price in group dance event. The evening
of day two shone bright with the starcast of Vastuprakara with Rakshit Shetty and Aishani Shetty
gracing the closing ceremony of PULSE. The students put up a grand fashion show for the movie
stars. Both the actors turned showstoppers and walked the ramp with the students.

